To solve the sudden influxes of European refugee crisis, we establish a migration model to resettle the rising number of refugees in EU with proper division. We determine metrics as the index value to describe the countries' capacity and the death rate to measure safe and efficient of movement. We select 14 countries as typical cases of recipient country to be studied. The index value is described by TOPSIS method combined with gray relational analysis. Through the data and statistics we find out the equation of the death rate, which is related to types of transportation, length of routes and total population of refugee. Quantize the attributes of themselves as well.
Abstract:
To solve the sudden influxes of European refugee crisis, we establish a migration model to resettle the rising number of refugees in EU with proper division. We determine metrics as the index value to describe the countries' capacity and the death rate to measure safe and efficient of movement. We select 14 countries as typical cases of recipient country to be studied. The index value is described by TOPSIS method combined with gray relational analysis. Through the data and statistics we find out the equation of the death rate, which is related to types of transportation, length of routes and total population of refugee. Quantize the attributes of themselves as well.
1.Parameters
We begin to concentrate on the specific factors which can either enable or inhibit the safe and efficient movement of refugees. The parameters we assume and use are shown in Table 1 . 
2.Countries and Parameters.
We begin to develop a set of parameters to evaluate the countries' capacity, including resources available and number of entry points to refugee population. Basic data of each country is shown in Table 2 . We neglect other factors which may influence the results. 
3.Gray Relational Analysis.
A model is created to describe the countries' capacity. Since the relationship is complicated, Gray relational analysis combined with methods TOPSIS was applied.
The gray theory can provide a solution of a system in which the model is unsure and the information is incomplete. Since the inside factors are complex, it is also suitable for the multi-input problems.
Determine the evaluation objectives and criterion. We assume the number of the objectives to be m the number of the criterion to be n.
X stands for the collection of Gray relational factors, let x0 be the reference series and xi be the compared series:
Where 1, 2, , i m =  . Gray relational coefficient. In order to compare the importance of the factors, we need to do a standard regression. After applying non-dimensional analysis to the two series, the Gray relational coefficient can be acquired as It means the relational coefficient of the compared series to the reference series at the moment of k. Andρmeans discrimination coefficient, which values from 0 to 1.
Generally, the discrimination rate is proportional to the value of ρ. The correlation degree. It is defined as
It means the correlation degree of the objective i to the ideal objective. The analysis and estimation. According to the value of the gray correlation degree we acquired, the sequence can be assured and the final estimation can be showed and discussed. Through the definition of the correlation degree, the essential factors that influence the arrival of refugees are occurred and quantized.
4.TOPSIS methods.
To revise our results and sort our final sequence of the European countries' capacity, the TOPSIS is introduced. TOPSIS is a method for multi-objective-decision-making, which can be applied to comprehensive assessment of countries' capacity. The data which came from the standard evaluation was analyzed with TOPSIS.
TOPSIS is the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution.
The process is presented as follows: Vector programming method. Use this method to accomplish the decision matrix. The original matrix is A ij while standardized matrix is B ij . There is 
Then we have the weighed standard matrix C ij =(c ij ) m×n. The weight matrix we assume to be the weight we have calculate through the gray relational analysis. Here we combine TOPSIS with gray relational analysis to accomplish a more accurate solution.
Find out the positive ideal solution C * and negative ideal solution C 0 . As for the calculation, we divide the property value in two types as benefit type and the cost type. 
In the calculation of benefit type and cost type, we assume the unemployment to be the cost rate and other factors to be benefit type. The unemployment rate would decrease the capacity while others have positive effect.
After 
5.Conclusion
Several methods are used to acquire the weight of factors and the index value of countries' capacity. We obtain the weight in different method, including entropy weight method, gray relational analysis, and the combination of two. We use the different results in the calculation of TOPSIS method and ran through the possible combination of them. Table 3 shows the final index value of different countries. 
